Graduate School POLICY: Style Manuals for Preparation of Papers

A. Purpose & Scope
   To define the range of style manuals used by various departments in the graduate school for research papers.

B. Definition(s)

C. Policy
   Research studies must conform to a format and style that is recognized by the principal scholarly journals in the discipline. Students are expected to obtain and use the style manual that is suggested by their respective programs.

   Most programs in the School of Graduate Studies and Research require the use of the most recent edition of the Publication Manual of the American Psychological Association (APA) or the MLA Handbook for Writers of Research Papers.

   The student has the responsibility to find out which style manual is required by the program.

D. Procedure(s)
   Copies of these manuals and other manuals may be purchased in the bookstore or consulted in the Manderino Library.

E. Effective date: 2005-2006 Graduate Catalog
   Updated date: August 15, 2010
   Amended Date: